


The DNA-dependent RNA polymerases
have the following properties:

1. template dependent, requiring double-stranded DNA 

2. do not require a primer; synthesis begins with a
nucleoside triphosphate

3. require the four nucleoside triphosphates
(ATP, GTP, CTP, and UTP) 

4. copy (read) the template DNA strand
in the 3' to 5' direction 

5. synthesize the RNA in the 5' to 3' direction 

RNA Biosynthesis



In prokaryotes, the same RNA polymerase catalyzes the
synthesis of all three types of RNA: mRNA, rRNA and tRNA.

RNAP is a relatively large molecule.

The core enzyme is capable of initiating
transcription NON-SPECIFICALLY

The core enzyme has 5 subunits (~400 kDa):

• α (x2): the two α subunits assemble the enzyme 
and also recognizes regulatory factors. 

• β: has the polymerase activity
(catalyzes the synthesis of RNA). 

• β': binds to DNA (nonspecifically). 
• ω: function not known clearly. 

However it has been observed to offer
a protective/chaperone function to the β' subunit 

Prokaryotic RNA Biosynthesis



The structure RNAP exhibits a groove:
length of 55 Å
diameter of 25 Å. 

This groove fits well the 20 Å double strand of DNA. 

The 55 Å length can accept 16 nucleotides.



RNA  polymerase Sequence alignment from 50 bacteria

Zhang et al. Cell  98, 811–824, September, 1999

Red = 100% conserved followed by Yellow then Green then Blue 



Bacterial RNA polymerase S. A. Darst Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 11: 155-162 (2001)











Some Promoter Sequences







The core region in this promoter contains the
–10 and –35 sequences. 

In addition, many promoters contain an UP element that
make them an even stronger promoters, by binding RNA
polymerase more tightly). 



Sigma factor (σ) is a specificity factor. 

The holoenzyme binds tightly to promoters in DNA.

Core + σ = RNA polymerase Holoenzyme

Sigma confers upon the RNA polymerase
holoenzyme the ability to initiate RNA synthesis
at specific locations in DNA called promoters.  



To bind promoter-specific regions,
the core enzyme requires another subunit, sigma (σ).

The sigma factor
• greatly reduces the affinity of RNAP for nonspecific DNA
• increases the specificity for promoter regions

All prokaryotes contain multiple sigma factors. 

The complete holoenzyme, which is required for
promoter-specific initiation has 6 subunits: 
α2ββ'σω (~480 kDa). 

















Sigma
Factor Promoters Recognized

Promoter 
Consensus
−35 Region −10 Region

σ70 Most genes TTGACAT TATAAT
σ32 Genes induced by heat shock TCTCNCCCTTGA

A
CCCCATNT
A

σ28 Genes for motility and chemotaxis CTAAA CCGATAT
σ38 Genes for stationary phase and stress 

response
? ?

−24 Region −12 Region
σ54 Genes for nitrogen metabolism and other 

functions
CTGGNA TTGCA

SOURCES: C. A. Gross, M. Lonetto, and R. Losick, 1992, in S. L. McKnight and K. R. Yamamoto, eds., 
Transcriptional Regulation, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press; D. N. Arnosti and M. J. Chamberlin, 1989, Proc. 
Nat'l. Acad. Sci. USA 86:830; R. Hengge-Aronsis, 1996, Mol. Microbiol. 21:887.











































Rifampicin binds to a pocket in the channel that is normally
occupied by the newly formed RNA-DNA hybrid.
Thus the antibiotic blocks elongation after only two or
three nucleotides have been added. 



http://www.lsic.ucla.edu/ls3/tutorials/gene_expression.html


